**Class 10M**

**Synthetic phonics**- segmenting and blending sound codes.
**Colourful semantics**- developing sentence construction.
**Shape code**- developing word order and extending vocabulary choices.
**Speaking and listening**- questioning skills. (5W’s)
Barrier games. Makaton signing sessions.

**Cross curricular writing**.

**Literacy (Including Homework)**

- **Forest school session**: Wednesday.
  - P.E session: Friday
  - (Gross motor activities)
  - Swimming with integration classes.

**Numeracy (Including Homework)**

- **Number**: Rote counting, number rhymes, using matching to solve problems, sequencing numbers.

- **Shape space and measure**: Explore properties of 2D and 3D shapes, prepositions, comparative language in practical situations.

- **Data handling**: Sort objects by given criteria, collect data.

- **Using and applying**: Explore materials and equipment for their properties. Patterns and sequences. Sorting everyday objects into groups. Identifying differences.

**Staff**

- **Miss Mills**: Class Teacher.
- **Mrs Tustin**: Teaching Assistant.
- **Mrs Griffiths**: Teaching Assistant.
- **Mrs Green**: Inclusion Manager.
- **Mr Crees**: PPA/Forest school

**Important Autumn Dates**

- **WB 7.10.13 – 11.10.13 IEP Reviews.**
- **22.10.13 / 24.10.13 Parent’s evening.**
- **25.10.12 Sponsored walk.**
- **28.10.13 – 3.10.13 HALF TERM.**
- **9.11.12 Remembrance assembly.**
- **19.12.13 Christmas service and parties.**
- **210.12.13 Break up for Christmas.**

**P.E. & Forest School**

- Autumn term 1: Why do you love me so much.
  - Emotions and feelings.
  - Individual strengths- What makes us fantastic?
  - Caring for ourselves and others.
  - The role of family and carers.

- Autumn term 2: Dinosaurs.
  - Exploring different dinosaurs.
  - Herbivores and carnivores.
  - Designing a dinosaur.
  - Gigantic and tiny creatures in fantasy stories.
  - Plan, design and develop a dinosaur film using movie maker.